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Brexit – Banks - UK Economy – Historical Events.
The UK and Global Economy is under economic attack through a series of events over
the last few decades.
This can be identified in the Slide Deck and Notes you will read following this introduction.
A number of tactical financial and political stings from both within and external to our
borders have taken place from the 1950’s till today.
These ultimately are linked to the Banking, Bond Markets and the movement of people
across territories resulting in the UK 2016 vote on whether the UK leave the EU or stay.
In a word Brexit.
There have been many delays in finding a solution but we ask ourselves is this engineered?
Is this delay by design in order to promote another Agenda?
If we go back to 2006-8 we witnessed the Global Crash that impacted the USA, UK, Europe
but not Australia at that time.
What are the ties and what is leading to these events? Are they part of a greater plan?
To understand the situation fully we have to return to the 1920’s and the plans of Count
Richard Von Coudenhove-Kalergi and his book Praktisher Idealismus or in English, Practical
Idealism.
He believed in the abolition of the people’s right to self-determination and the liquidation of
European countries.
Kalergi believed not only in the destruction of European states but the genocide of the
indigenous people through forced mass migration to create a homogenous mass of mixed
races.
Kalergi was financially sponsored by the Merchant Banking families of Warburg and
Rothschild. Details are in the PAG slide deck.
The ultimate Rothschild goal being, centralised working communities supporting a wealthy
elite.
The evidence to this being carried out to the letter can be found by reviewing the trail of
materials brought together within the slide deck.
These are pieces by Harry Beckhough a WW2 Codebreaker resident in Germany both before
and after the Second World War.
Author and Speaker Joseph P Farrell – Bullion, Brains and Bonds, of the Secret Space
Program Seminars and August Kowalczyk who co-wrote and witnessed first-hand the “Nazi
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Roots of The Brussels EU” being a teenager in Auschwitz and seeing the same faces of Nazi
guards at the initial meetings of the EU.
August’s co-authored book can be read from a download within the deck.
August recommends it for all MPs in the UK looking to understand why Brexit is important
and what we are really involved in.
None of which has been conveyed by those implementing the UKs decision?

Theresa May specifically in both Home Secretary and Prime Ministerial roles.
What we are witnessing to date is pure theatre put on for show. She has another objective.
Political leaders of the UK have been misguided towards this point since Edward Heath in
1973 falsely took the UK into the European Economic Community or Common Market.
Listening to Harry Beckhough videos on youtube, details these events.
Harry also identifies in other videos that Ted Heath was a known German spy along with Roy
Jenkins. Hence we entered the Common Market or European Union by default.
The works of Harry, Joseph and August indicate that what the IG Farben/ Rothschild/ Bush
sponsored Nazi party couldn’t achieve in 1939-1945 they continued in 1947 after Project
Paper Clips financial element was agreed with President Harry Truman.

What was the Eastern Intelligence arm of the SS under Nazi Commander Reinhard Galen
became the Central Intelligence Agency, the CIA that we know today in 1947.
Galen had in place spies across the Globe but more specifically on the German Eastern front
with Russia. The issue for the West at that time was “How Do We Handle Communism”?
Not only did Galen transfer to the US but reports show that Adolf Hitler, Martin Bormann
and many other Nazi SS leaders and staff some 7000 with families entered the US and South
American countries under the protectorate of Juan Peron’s Argentina and Bolivia in the
main. A book/ reading list with links is provided on the Property Action Group full deck.
The Project Paper Clip Nazis brought with them technology for rockets, flying machines and
jet engines, not only this but also the wealth of art treasures Gold and Silver taken from
across Europe and North Africa by the Germans.
Much of the Gold and precious metals were stored in Swiss private vaults.
They had also brought with them $800,000,000 in US dollars.
Truman agreed that the funds should go back to where it came from and the Nazis entered
the world of international banking through Deutsche Bank.
Historically before the Nazis invaded a country they would acquire by fair means or fowl
businesses, assets and became part of the infrastructure before they moved their troops in.
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We see this today with examples in the deck from SME Alliance, Bank Claims Group and the
many thousands of SME investors that bought into fraudulent deals structured to fail.
The bank either take the assets or as in my experience you pay through the nose for a nonexistent asset that doesn’t meet specification and the Bond will fail that the mortgage
backed security has been deemed AAA by the ratings agencies.
A key element in the mortgage securitisation process is that they didn’t do this element
correctly and effectively paid off 10.2 Million mortgages.
This will be witnessed later 2019 as the group actions against the Banks commence.
No SDLT stamp duty land tax paid on title transfer. But whose asking when Banks control
the Treasury, HMRC and Government from within.
There are whole large areas of subprime property across the UK and I have detailed to
transaction level how they do this. This is also part of the functionality within the Property
Action Group. PAG.
Where we are going with this is towards a financial reset as we are at the end of this debt
cycle and will more than likely move to the European Monetary Funds, SDR or Special
Drawing Right as a global reserve currency.
This in part is what Theresa Mays theatre is about.
All central Banks moving in the same direction as the wealthy elite dictate.
They own the system? Sixty or more Central Banks globally are owned by the Warburg,
Rothschild and Medici families and linked parties.
The historical element tying the Fourth Reich Germanys rise from 1945 onwards was
planned from evidence recovered by American troops at the close of the Second World War,
a document referred to as EW-PA128 Report or The Red House Report.
The Red House/ EW-PA128 Report was brought together by SS Chief of Staff Heinrich
Himmler and Max Faust an Engineer from the Industrialists IG Farben who were co-backing
the rise of the Nazi party to power along with Industrialist Fritz Thyssen who was also
funded by Prescott Bush UBC Bank. Yes the Bush families lineage.
IG Farben were the holding company of the manufacturers of Cyclon B. The gas used in
concentration camps to end Jewish lives.
The report was a three page document linked in the PAG deck translated to English.
It details how the Nazis would rebuild Germany after the Second War with funds acquired
through acquisition through their gold deposits and finances in Switzerland.
I and others have evidence on this is now done first hand.
Effectively we are subject matter experts. Many without knowing it.
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We bought property off plan that was part of a larger scheme to commercially destabilise
UK businesses and investors in the unregulated market space.
The Banks involved in my specific Bank fraud that weren’t investigated were Deutsche Bank
and Bank of America and the wider fraud across 5000 properties stands at around £200
Million.
There are many pockets of negative equity properties like this throughout the UK.
This is a greater issue to the UK as it has created pockets of sub-prime mortgages
countrywide and the UK Government won’t acknowledge this or even investigate?
According to my connection at SDL Auctions 50% of UK properties are in this position.
Theresa May knows what is planned as she comes from the Bank of England team who are
carrying out the final stages of economic decline of the UK in front of our very eyes.
Sajid David who is the next Conservative leader we are lead to believe is the ex MD of
Deutsche Bank.
Mark Carney Bank of England (BoE)has become quite vocal recently as we progress toward
the final stages supporting Theresa Mays comments as they both have their strings pulled
by the same Masters. The Rothschilds and The City Bankers.
The very heart of the criminal cartel that founded the Bilderberg group in 1954 alongside
the Rockefellers, Rothschild and Industrialists and todays politicians that seek to implement
the Kalergi plan to its ultimate goal of Agenda 2130.
Agenda 21 slides are within the deck.
We have evidence to transaction level of how this Banking criminal activity is done as I
screenshot same day events where properties were sold and sold again inside 24hours with
an increase of 30-40%. Then they add 16% new build premium.
The properties were then incorrectly described to co-conspirators in the property sting all
parties relying on the Bank operations to pay them. Job done.
The Bank wants as high a figure on the mortgage contracts as possible to maximise
Securitisation and Re Hypothecation payments to increase profits and fund the parallel
business of people trafficking also other white collar criminal activities.
Ultimately these property values never will stack up and the idea is repossession by the
Bank? We have another tool to deal with this though Mortgage Securitisation Claims. Details
in the deck, linked here too: https://mortgagesecuritisationclaims.co.uk/
My objective was to complete my analysis and get a number of MPs to liaise with ITNJ
International Tribunals For Natural Justice assisting to correct the injustices in the system
and start taking the UK out of the Nazi founded and funded EU. Thus bring to an end the
corrupt system that could jeopardise the UK’s principals of democracy as we don’t have it
currently as many will testify within SME Alliance and 65,000 Cerberus mortgage payers
amongst the many who are paying too much for their mortgages.
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The one thing The Banksters, May, Cameron, Blair and associates didn’t expect is that a UK
working populous would vote leave the EU. Thank God they did.
As ITNJ’s Michelle Young, Justin Walker and Sacha Stone will testify.
The glue that holds this together is also its Achilles Heel.
Paedophile rings, People Trafficking funded by Shadow banking and rehypothecated bank
finance.
A thought or saying from Pastor Niemoller that was attributed to him after his arrest during
an Anti-Nazi event in Germany 1937.
First They Came For The Socialists and I did not speak out –
Because I wasn’t a socialist
Then They Came For The Trade Unionists and I did not speak out. –
Because I was not a trade unionist.
Then They Came For The Jews and I did not speak out –
Because I wasn’t a Jew.
Then They Came For Me –
And there was no one left for me.
Very powerful words. Not to be forgotten.
Another Quote taken from Augusts’ book by George Santayana.
THOSE WHO CANNOT REMEMBER THE PAST ARE CONDEMNED TO REPEAT IT.
The Nazi Roots of The Brussels EU.
http://www.relay-of-life.org/en/2016/10/the-nazi-roots-of-the-brussels-eu/
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The final parts of putting this PAG facility together as Theresa May lies her way to the
bidding of her puppet masters have been interesting but also spine chilling to think of what
future generations will have to deal with if she’s not stopped.
German Law via the back door is a soft take on what would pan out if left for her and her
cohorts to manage.
Enjoy the reduced deck as we listen to subject matter experts linked with current day case
studies which are increasing daily. Unfortunately.
This is to be released as an advertorial to future webinars on the go live of the PAG site.
Thanks to those who have contributed on this journey.
We have also placed a financial solution for Businesses, People and Charities to examine as
part of the best practice in doing analysis on any subject matter is give an option or options
to recover from what is about to take place. Thanks.

